We consider a linear system Ax = b of n simultaneous equations, where A is a strictly diagonally dominant matrix. We get bounds for the spectral radius of the matrix i.", ,, which is accociated with the Accelerated Overrelaxation iterative method r, uj' (AOR).
1. Introduction. We want the solution x of a linear system
where A is an (n, ri) real-matrix and x and b are n-real-vectors. We assume A is strictly diagonally dominant. There are several important iterative methods for the approximation of (1.1). We will take the (AOR) of [1] . For that, the matrix is expressed as the matrix sum ( 
1.2) A=I-E-F,
where / is the identity and E and F are respectively strictly lower and upper triangular in, ri) matrices.
From the (AOR) method we can write the following equations: With co > r > 0 these conditions will be fulfilled. The following method (3. 3) x(''+1) = [(1 -coy + coG]*(,) +corf|,. = 01i2_, will be called the extrapolated method of (3.2).
We recall now, the Theorem of Extrapolation [2, p. 2], as we need it in the sequel.
Theorem 3 (Theorem of Extrapolation).
The sufficient conditions for the convergence of (3.3) are:
(1) The original (3.2) is convergent, (2) 0 < co < 2/(1 + p{G)).
Setting r = 0 in (1.3), we obtain
This is the extrapolated Jacobi method, where co is the extrapolation parameter.
After some computation, it is easy to verify that (1.3) is the extrapolated SOR method, when r ¥= 0 and its extrapolation parameter is co/r. Theorem 4. If A from (1.1) is strictly diagonally dominant, then p{L0ijj) < 1 provided 0 < co < 2/(1 + p(L01)).
Proof. Bearing in mind that A strictly diagonally dominant implies p{L01) < 1 [4, p. 73] , it is an immediate consequence of Theorem 3.
Theorem 5. If A o/(l.l) is strictly diagonally dominant, then p{Lr, co) < 1 with 0 < r < 1 provided 0 < co < 2r/(l + p{Lrr)).
Proof. From (2.6d) we easily deduce that the SOR method will converge with 0 < r < 1 (A is strictly diagonally dominant).
Then, by the Theorem of Extrapolation, the AOR method will converge for 0<r<landO<co< 2r/(l + p(Lr>,)).
Theorem 6. The AOR method is convergent, i.e. p{Lr^) < 1, for:
(i) 0 < r < co and 0 < co < 2/(1 + max,-(e,-+ f¡)) if 2r < 2 1 +PÍLr¡r) " 1 + maxie,. + f¡) ' i (n) 0 < r < 1 and 0 < co < 2r/(l + p{Lr¡r)) or 1 < r < co and 0 < co < ( 2r p{Lr¡U})<l if 0 < r < 1 and 0 < co < max-jl, { + .
